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1. Introduction 
This is my second Level 1 course and took approximately 1 year and 10 months to complete 

(October 2013-July 2015).   

My submission consists of the following:- 

 My blog located at paintingmyway.wordpress.com 

The blog contains an entry for each exercise and research point as well as posts on other 

work, study visits, gallery and exhibition visits.  The blog is organised chronologically from 

latest to oldest post and is split into categories relating to each section of the course.   

To avoid copyright issues all references to other artists’ work are via a hyperlink which will 

open in a new window. 

There are quick links at the top of the blog as follows:-  

 

 This guide.  I have included a printed copy, however using the version on the blog (click on 

the quick link) is preferable as the hyperlinks are enabled.   

 

 3 sketchbooks.  Containing workings for the exercises – the sketchbooks run in roughly 

chronological order.  There are index tabs to indicate exercises relating to work submitted. 

 

 1 paint samples book.  Containing some of the paint experimentation and colour exercises.   

 

 1 research workbook.  Containing notes for the research points, in some cases the research 

point has been fully written up in the workbook and I have simply photographed the pages 

for the blog entry.  

 

 5 Tutor reports 

 

 5 preparatory and 9 final works mounted on A1 card 

 

 3 final works for Assignment 5 mounted on 50cm x 110cm board 

 

 

  

file:///C:/Users/Arlene/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/13KN891R/paintingmyway.wordpress.com
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2. Selecting work for submission 
 

I have used my own judgement, choosing what ‘feels right’, together with my tutor feedback, to 

make my choices.   I have picked work where I have tried to be more experimental, learning 

from previous less successful work and where I have absorbed ideas and gained inspiration from 

looking at the work of other artists.  I also considered works which best demonstrated the 

requirements in the assessment criteria such as technical skills, creativity, bringing a concept to 

a successful conclusion and contextualisation. 

I have included the final assignments for Sections 1, 4 and 5, however I made a decision not to 

include Sections 2 & 3 final assignments as these were weaker in comparison to some of the 

exercises. 
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3. List of works submitted 
The following works are mounted on A1 card and may be viewed flat - laid out on a table for 

example. 

1. Assignment 1 final work 
 

    

Comment: Selected as Assignment 1 is requested in the guidelines. It is 

interesting to see this starting point and how my style and approach 

have changed throughout the course.  

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/category/assignment-1/ 

Sketchbook No. 1  

  

2. Looking at faces.  Head and shoulder portrait 
 

   
  

Comment: This, and the following self-portrait, were the most successful of the 

many that I did.  Here I let the fluidity of the inks direct the planes 

and contours.  I am pleased with the outcome which does 

somewhat resemble me.   

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/08/09/project-

looking-at-faces-exercise-head-and-shoulder-portrait/ 

Sketchbook No. 2  

Media: Acrylic on canvas 

Size:  40cm x 40cm 

 

Media: Charcoal pencil & acrylic ink on 

watercolour paper  

Size:  33cm x 47cm 

 

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/category/assignment-1/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/08/09/project-looking-at-faces-exercise-head-and-shoulder-portrait/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/08/09/project-looking-at-faces-exercise-head-and-shoulder-portrait/
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3. Looking at faces.  Creating mood and atmosphere 
 

                      

Comment: I have mixed feelings about this self-portrait however I have 

selected it as I know it is one of my more ambitious pieces – I was 

most definitely out of my comfort zone. Although the resemblance 

is less than in the previous work, I think the inner sense of how 

tense I was, striving to find the head and features, comes across.     

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/08/24/project-

looking-at-faces-exercise-creating-mood-and-atmosphere/#more-

1765 

Sketchbook No. 2 

 

4. Observing the human figure.  Linear figure study  
 

 

Comment: Using diluted ink applied with a card I tried to feel for the form and 

draping garments.  I am pleased I refrained from using brushes – I 

think the ink marks made with card were all that was needed. 

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/06/29/project-

observing-the-human-figure-exercise-linear-figure-study/ 

Sketchbook  n/a  

Media: Acrylic on wallpaper lining paper 

Size:  50cm x 75cm 

 

Media: Printing ink on sugar paper  

Size:  38cm x 57cm 

 

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/08/24/project-looking-at-faces-exercise-creating-mood-and-atmosphere/#more-1765
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/08/24/project-looking-at-faces-exercise-creating-mood-and-atmosphere/#more-1765
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/08/24/project-looking-at-faces-exercise-creating-mood-and-atmosphere/#more-1765
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/06/29/project-observing-the-human-figure-exercise-linear-figure-study/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/06/29/project-observing-the-human-figure-exercise-linear-figure-study/
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5. People in context.  A figure in an interior  
 

                   

Comment: I was inspired by the semi abstract inside/outside works of John 

Piper and multi-layered interiors by John Monk.  I wanted to put my 

own spin on this to capture a small figure in a cavernous interior.  I 

experimented with ink washes applied with card edges to build 

perspective and create a semblance of wall, frames and floor planks.  

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/09/19/project-people-

in-context-exercise-a-figure-in-an-interior/ 

Sketchbook No. 2 

 

6. From inside looking out: Hard or soft landscape 
 

 

Comment: I am including this hard landscape as I was pleased with the 

development from an initially static and rather careful work towards 

a more dynamic piece.  I was trying to capture the motion and 

weight of the building site and I think the final work shows this. 

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/11/22/project-from-

inside-looking-out-exercise-hard-or-soft-landscape/ 

Sketchbook No. 3 

Media: Acrylic on watercolour paper  

Size:  49cm x 60cm 

 

Media: Acrylic on watercolour paper  

Size:  30cm x 82cm 

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/09/19/project-people-in-context-exercise-a-figure-in-an-interior/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/09/19/project-people-in-context-exercise-a-figure-in-an-interior/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/11/22/project-from-inside-looking-out-exercise-hard-or-soft-landscape/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2014/11/22/project-from-inside-looking-out-exercise-hard-or-soft-landscape/
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7. Working from drawings and paintings.  Squaring up   
                   

   

Comment: I like how I developed this from a photo – it could have ended up 

quite static, but I think I have injected energy by using large house 

painting brushes and card to apply the paint.  Re-stating some of the 

grid lines has also helped to create a dynamic feel.   

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/02/15/project-

working-from-drawings-and-photographs-exercise-squaring-up/ 

Sketchbook  n/a  

    

8. Assignment 4 

8.1. Assignment 4: “Arching Trees” preparatory study 
 

         

    

8.2. Assignment 4: “Arching Trees” final work 
 

                      

Media: Acrylic, chalk & charcoal pencil on 

watercolour paper  

Size:  50cm x 65cm 

Media: Acrylic on watercolour paper   

Size:  58cm x 42cm 

Media: Acrylic on watercolour paper   

Size: 68cm x 48cm  

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/02/15/project-working-from-drawings-and-photographs-exercise-squaring-up/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/02/15/project-working-from-drawings-and-photographs-exercise-squaring-up/
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8.3. Assignment 4: “Tall Trees” preparatory study 

     

Comments: Inspired by looking at the work of Ivon Hitchens and Graham Sutherland, I 

decided to create 2 Assignment pieces: - “Arching Trees” and “Tall Trees”.  

For “Tall Trees” I have only included the preparatory study which I think is 

stronger than the final work and I like it as an abstract piece in its own right.     

Cross-references  

Blog posts: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/03/01/assignment-4-ideas-

and-influences/ 

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/03/02/assignment-4-progress-

and-outcome/ 

 Sketchbook No. 3 

 

9. Towards abstraction: Abstract painting from man-made form 

 

Comment: I was pleased with this outcome which I think works as an abstract 

composition.  Although not obvious, I think I have bought out the 

essence of the tin opener which was the subject of this study. 

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/05/25/project-

towards-abstraction-exercise-abstract-painting-from-man-made-

form/ 

Sketchbook No. 3 

Media: Acrylic ink on watercolour paper   

Size:  35cm x 54cm 

Media: Mixed media on watercolour paper 

Size:  35cm x 44cm 

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/03/01/assignment-4-ideas-and-influences/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/03/01/assignment-4-ideas-and-influences/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/03/02/assignment-4-progress-and-outcome/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/03/02/assignment-4-progress-and-outcome/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/05/25/project-towards-abstraction-exercise-abstract-painting-from-man-made-form/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/05/25/project-towards-abstraction-exercise-abstract-painting-from-man-made-form/
https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/05/25/project-towards-abstraction-exercise-abstract-painting-from-man-made-form/
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10. Assignment 5:  

10.1. Assignment 5: Preparatory studies 
 

      

              “Autumn Light”  “After the Rain”       “Memory” 

 

Media: Acrylic paint & ink on watercolour paper Size: 20cm x 52cm 

Comment: Colour / composition preparatory studies, trying out a very tall narrow 

format to emphasis height.   

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/06/23/assignment-5/ 

Sketchbook No. 3  

  

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/2015/06/23/assignment-5/
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10.2. Assignment 5: Final work “Autumn Light” 

10.3. Assignment 5: Final work “After the Rain” 

10.4. Assignment 5: Final work “Memory” 
 

These are mounted on board.  I have not left a border as I wanted them to run off the 

surface lengthways to accentuate the height.  They should be viewed vertically on a white 

background, preferably at eye level – side by side in the order below. 

 

     

      “Autumn Light”       “After the Rain”               “Memory” 

 

Media:  Acrylic paint and ink on Fabriano paper  Size: 50cm x 110cm 

Comment: I produced 4 pieces of work for this Assignment and I have selected 3 for my 

submission.  These represent a development from my work in Section 4 

where I continued to explore the theme of tall trees.   

Cross-references 

Blog post: https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/category/assignment-5/ 

 Sketchbook No. 3 

  

https://paintingmyway.wordpress.com/category/assignment-5/
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4. Conclusion 
 

I feel a sense of achievement at having completed the course.  I think it has helped me to think 

more consciously about my approach to making art.  I understand more now about the process 

of creation – of the importance of working through ideas and going off at tangents.  It has 

helped me to understand why failures happen and where my strengths and weaknesses lie.   

I hope this submission demonstrates evidence of my progression over the duration of the 

course.     

 

  


